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Book Description
Publication Date: October 20, 2013

New York City, May 2000. The Internet bubble has burst, and Evan's boss fires him with an email. The next day, his girlfriend dumps
him, also via email. Afraid to check any more emails, Evan desperately seeks a rebound romance but the catastrophes that ensue
go from bad to hilariously worse. Fortunately, Evan meets someone whose legendary disasters with females eclipse even his own.

A dvertis ement

To reverse their fortunes, they recruit their friends into a group of five guys who take on Manhattan in pursuit of dates, sex, and
adventure. With musings about life, relationships, and human psychology, this quintessential New York story about the search for
happiness follows five men on their comical paths to trouble, self-discovery, and love.
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Product Details
File Size: 600 KB
Print Length: 330 pages
Page Numbers Source ISBN: 1494812118
Sold by: Amazon Digital Services, Inc.
Language: English
ASIN: B00G2JM0D8
Text-to-Speech: Enabled
X-Ray: Enabled
Lending: Enabled
Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #30 Free in Kindle Store (See Top 100 Free in Kindle Store)
#1 in Kindle Store > Kindle eBooks > Literature & Fiction > Humor & Satire > General Humor
#1 in Kindle Store > Kindle eBooks > Romance > Romantic Comedy
Did we miss any relevant features for this product? Tell us what we missed.
Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

Customer Reviews

“

(83)
4.5 out of 5 stars

Let me preface this review by saying I'm just starting chapter 5, so I am 13% through the book. ”
Des1996 | 28 reviewers made a similar statement
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3
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1

See all 83 customer reviews

“

Highly recommended if you want a light, easy and very fun read. ”
Peanut Butta N. Jel E. | 28 reviewers made a similar statement

“

The way this book was written was just simply amazing. very well developed characters and so cleverly done. ”
Abby | 28 reviewers made a similar statement
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7 of 7 people found the following review helpful

Most Recent Customer Reviews

Hilarity in the City October 25, 2013
By lovinglife
Format: Kindle Edition | Amazon Verified Purchase

Was looking for a light romantic comedy and saw this book in the new releases. Definitely gives you the male
perspective, but not in a way that's disrespectful to women. And it will have you laughing. I snuck in some reading at
work and at one point burst into hysterical laughter and my officemate gave me this look like i'd lost my mind. I had just
read the scene where Heeb tries modeling for a painting class. It's one of the funniest things I've read in a really long
time. Anyway, I HIGHLY recommend this book -- to men and women, single and married. It's just a really entertaining
read.
Comment | Was this review helpful to you?

Yes

No

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful

A wickedly brilliant story! December 3, 2013

Full of laughs and
entertainment!! Definitely one click this!!
Had me giggling and laughing throughout the
entire book! This really is like a male "Sex and
the City", the stories are outrageous, the
situations these guys get into are... Read more
Published 38 minutes ago by Sarah

Perfect Comedic Timing
I have to say, I was pretty excited when Love
came to us with information about his new book
Sex in the Title. The first thing that caught my
attention was his name. Read more
Published 6 hours ago by jennze

By JavaBee
Format: Kindle Edition | Amazon Verified Purchase

"Every human relationship begins with a coincidence."
"By contrast, friends and lovers choose each other, but even these choices are reactions to what ever random
coincidence made the resulting relationship possible."
-Zack Love
I kind of want to extend my middle finger at Mr. Love after reading this, all the while donning a devious smirk. As a
fellow writer I find myself subconsciously critical of others work. What this book did for me was the reason I started
telling stories in the first place and reminded me of the grand influence and power of the written word.
Picking this up reminded me of sitting on a plane and discovering you quite possibly met the most intriguing person
you will ever encounter, and for those brief hours suspended in time, all of the universe is up for discussion without the
usual formalities of social standing.
The characters, even in their most shallow moments, are full of soul with the inner distress one feels when they are
falling short of living life to the fullest potential and finding that "perfect" mate. Together they commiserate on the
unfortunate encounters they experience while scheming ridiculous plans to improve it. Woven together with sharp
humor and identifiable characters, Sex in the Title is a virtual tour through Urie Brofenbrenners "Ecological Systems
Theory". It cannot be easily summed up, as it spans several genres and does it with such cleverness, you cannot help
but be impressed. What it boils down to is an incredible read. Everyone gets something different out of each story, for
me, I felt so many emotions I find it difficult to convey and this review most likely comes across as superfluous
ramblings.
I can honestly say that this has been one of my all-time favorite reads. Read more ›
http://www.amazon.com/Sex-Title-Comedy-Dating-Romance-ebook/dp/B00G2JM0D8/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1383147849&sr=8-1&keywords=sex+zack

TALK ABOUT ONE HELL OF A
CLEVER READ 5+++ STARS
Firstly, I just want to say that Zack Love
deserves an award for ‘Character Development
of the Year’. Why? Because each and every
one of his characters was absolutely brilliant.
Read more
Published 12 hours ago by K. M. Golland

These poor fellas
This isn't your usual smutty read, but it will give
you insite into the minds of men with the added
comedic flare. Following the lives of the guys
was very intriguing. Read more
Published 1 day ago by amorgan9801

Fabulous Read
**NO SPOILERS** I came across Zack and Sex
In The Title when he was doing an 'author
takeover' on a blog page. Read more
Published 1 day ago by J. Field

Brilliant! Must read!
This book was one of the best I've read in a long
time!! I was literally sitting on the train coming
home from work laughing out loud... you won't
be able to control yourself! Read more
Published 1 day ago by LB
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